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It is NERC’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to 
avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This 
policy requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or that 
might appear to violate, the antitrust laws. Among other things, 
the antitrust laws forbid any agreement between or among 
competitors regarding prices, availability of service, product 
design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers 
or any other activity that unreasonably restrains competition. It is 
the responsibility of every NERC participant and employee who 
may in any way affect NERC’s compliance with the antitrust laws 
to carry out this commitment.

NERC Antitrust
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Participants are reminded that this meeting is public. Notice of 
the meeting was widely distributed. Participants should keep in 
mind that the audience may include members of the press and 
representatives of various governmental authorities, in addition 
to the expected participation by industry stakeholders.

NERC Public Disclaimer
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Please use the Q&A feature in WebEx to ask any relevant 
questions during the presentation. We will be holding questions 
until the end of the presentation.

Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JordanUse the QandA feature in Webex
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Virtualization changes to CIP standards are to 
ENABLE new methods/models

NOT
REQUIRE Them

Disclaimer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeBefore we jump into our subject matter for today, right up front I’d like to make a clarification.  The virtualization changes along with the new or modified definitions are about enabling new methods or models for securing our systems that weren’t possible or even contemplated when the current foundations of the CIP standards were being written. Virtualization of every area of computing infrastructure is enabling much innovation that can support improved ways to secure networks and cyber systems and the goal is to fully ENABLE but not REQUIRE those methods.  This is about options and choices and flexibility for today and into the future. 
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Agenda

• Virtual Machines (VM)
 What is a VM

 Capabilities of a VM

 Challenges for CIP Compliance

 Changes Made

• Containers
 What is a container

 Capabilities of containers

 Challenges for CIP Compliance

 Changes Made

• Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Jake
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What is a Virtual Machine?

• A software representation of a physical device consisting of 
virtualized hardware, operating system (guest OS), and 
applications. 

• VMs can be:
 Permanent
 On-Demand
 Active or dormant
 Have Parent – Child Relationships
 Virtual appliance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeNIST Special Publication (SP) 800-125 [1] defines virtualization as “the simulation of the software and/or hardware upon which other software runs.”A software representation of a physical device consisting of virtualized hardware, operating system (guest OS), and applications.  Permanent - Most common form of a VM, and most similar to physical devices that you may be more familiar with. These are often indistinguishable from physical devices for the end users. On-Demand- These VMs are created and used only when needed, such as during periods of high demand. Active- Most VMS are usually in an active, powered on and functioning normally. Dormant VMs are simply virtual machines that are powered off. VMs can have a parent child relationship. Some VMs can act as a "parent", creating many other VMs in its image. These "Child" VMs are usually created in a state where they cannot be changed. All changes updates, etc are performed on the "parent" which can then either push those changes to the child or create new children to replace the existing ones.
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What is a Virtual Machine?

Hypervisor

Windows Linux Windows Linux

App 1 App 2 App 3Java
1.7.0

Java
1.4.1

Java
1.7.0

Linux Linux

App 4 App 5 App 6

Virtualization Software Stack

App 5

App 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeThis image shows the single Hypervisor hosting many VMs of different Operating Systems and each with their own application or applications..
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Capabilities of a Virtual Machine

• Virtual Machine Capabilities:
 Can Increase Efficiency and Decrease Cost
 Can Enhance Security
 Disaster Recovery – Can Increase Availability and Decrease downtime 
 Can Allow for Software Mobility
 Separation of the hardware/software Lifecycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeBenefits:Efficiency,  thousands of virtual machines can run on just a few physical servers. Cost savings are in hardware, data center space, cooling, and licensing.Security is enhanced because the hypervisor provides the ability to run malware protection and provides better meta data for writing access control lists, this allows VMs to have much tighter security with a much higher level of automationDisaster recovery, here the entire building could fail, and virtual machines are migrated to hardware that is available at another datacenterSoftware mobility, now that the software is tied to a virtual machine it can be moved around easily.VMs also contribute to the separation of the hardware/software lifecycle. Hardware can be refreshed, in many cases with zero down time for the VMs.Now Matt will tell us about the challenges Virtual Machines present for CIP Compliance and the changes we are proposing to address them.
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Virtual Machine Challenges

• Some of the challenges for CIP Compliance:
 Definitional Construct 
 Security Gaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThanks JakeVirtual machines represent a change in thinking for how infrastructure is constructed, which was not prevalent in our industry when the standards were developed. This has resulted in some gaps in properly addressing them. Some of the challenges are the current definitional constructs; the def. of cyber asset includes both hardware and software today, which can make it difficult to understand where standards apply. When a machine migrates, or VMotions… does the fact that the software moved between assets mean that you have to update your software list? There are also security gaps based on interpretation where if an entity chose to treat all virtual machines as installed software, they may miss patching critical components.. We are going to talk about a few those today. Keep in mind that this sampling is not an exhaustive list. For more detailed information on these challenges you can see our Case for Change whitepaper and What’s in it for me White paper for more information, those are located in the related files section of our project page.
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Challenges for Virtual Machines

BES Cyber Asset

Hypervisor

BES Cyber Asset

Protected
Cyber Asset

Change to BES Cyber Asset

CA Includes
Hardware

CA Includes
Software

No 15 minute 
impact to the 
BES

Cyber Assets
Programmable electronic 

devices, including the 
hardware, software, and 

data in those devices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThis slide may look familiar from our previous mini-webinar, that is intentional as these changes are tightly coupled with the changes for Hypervisors.One of the apparent issues with the definition of a cyber asset as it stands today is that the Cyber Asset Definition is inclusive of the hardware and Software which creates challenges in clarifying what a virtual machine vs a hypervisor would be.In this drawing, you can a hypervisor with two virtual machines. The left virtual machine has a 15 minute impact, but the right one does not. Since the BES Cyber System definition is reliant on the Cyber asset definition, it includes the hypervisor. Then we take a look at the hypervisor as being a part of that same CA definition. That same CA definition also includes the “Software” which the virtual machine may be interpreted as. That changes the right side virtual machine from what could have been a protected cyber asset to a BES Cyber Asset.. Or is it both? These are the types of clarities issues with the definition that this set of draft changes attempts to address.
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Virtual Machine Changes

• Some of the changes made to support Virtual Machines

*New Definition Created 

Virtual Cyber Asset (VCA): A logical instance of an 
operating system or firmware hosted on Shared 
Cyber Infrastructure. (Subject of a future webinar)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattAs a result, the 2016-02 SDT is proposing the creation of new definitions to address theses types of issues with describing virtual infrastructure. The proposed changes create a new Virtual Cyber Asset definition to help describe virtual machines. Which reads “A logical instance of an operating system or firmware hosted on Shared Cyber Infrastructure.” For more details on Shared Cyber Infrastructure, please see our previous webinar on Hypervisors and Storage Systems.This definition is intended to provide a more specific description of a virtual machine to ensure that requirements are applied properly. 
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Virtual Machine Changes

• Some of the changes made to support Virtual Machines

*Updated PCA Definition

Protected Cyber Asset (PCA) Cyber Assets or Virtual Cyber Assets that:

Are not logically isolated from a BES Cyber System; or

Share compute resources (CPU or memory) with a BES Cyber System,

excluding logically isolated cyber assets or virtual cyber assets that are 
being actively remediated prior to introduction to the production 
environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattWe have also updated the PCA definition to help clarify where a PCA exists within the context of virtualization. The updated definition provides clarification for where PCAs should exist within the concept of virtual machines. It is now centered around whether they are logically isolated from a BES Cyber System or whether or not they share CPU/memory resources with a BES Cyber System.The logically isolation mentioned here is to both preserve backward compatibility with the ESP concept as well as to handle future mechanisms such as the zero trust concept.When we talk about sharing computer/memory resources, this is meant to help folks identify virtual machines that occupy the same CPU and memory resources, the separation of CPU and memory is often referred to as “Affinity”. There is also an explicit exclusion for virtual cyber assets that are actively being remediated to handle situations where automatic remediation is being used in an environment. Now that we have looked at a few of the new definitions, lets take a look at how they fit into the standards.
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Virtual Machine Changes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThis diagram describes how the new the new definitions are related in terms of the applicability, Notice how VCA and CA are treated equivalently as a form, that is then referred to by the other various functional definitions. The SCI is a new function that will be used to apply requirements so that the standard can specifically target it for requirements separately from its VCA counterpart. Note that the VCA definition is not used directly in requirements language but it is included into to the various other definitions such as BCA, EACMS, PACS, etc.
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•Raising to the System Level
 Handling of dormant VMs 
 Handling of ephemeral VM’s (ones that come and go)
 Handling of snapshots
 Handling of new virtual machines

Virtual Machine Changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattNow that we have a few concepts in place,  Lets talk about why raising certain parts of the standards to a system level is important to properly handling virtual machines.When dealing with dormant virtual machines, that is… a file on a disk.. At any point in time that file could be turned on and become a real living breathing machine. Then there are what we call ephemeral machines, that come and go based on work loads… these are usually your VDI or a sort of dynamic workload from a big data analysis.Snapshots represent a risk because a virtual machine could revert to a previous state and unpatch itself for example.And simply adding new virtual machines that get added to the environment pose a risk because they are also simply a file until they are turned on. When the team set out to address these issues, we realized that trying to describe these mechanisms at an asset level was very difficult and became very cumbersome language wise. As a result, the team decided to raise the asset references in the relevant requirement language to the system level to address these issues.
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Virtual Machine Changes

• Changes to CIP-007 Example
 Changes in requirement language from asset to system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattSome of the changes you will see throughout CIP-007 and CIP-010 are changes from references to an asset or device to a system. This is intended to help shift the focus of the requirements to the system level to ensure that the language remains consistent with the applicability column and to reduce confusing language where we would have had to put a reference to virtual cyber assets.In this example from CIP-007 R4 Part 4.1, you can see that the applicability column refers to the BES Cyber System level and the requirement language has been changed from calling out specific assets to the system level. This change is intended to be performed consistently throughout the standards to accommodate virtualization and future technology as the idea of referring to the asset level represents a confusing way to describe these types of infrastructures.Also note the addition of “Per System Capability” for cases where the technology does not support the requirement. Please note that we will not be going through ALL of the changes today, but this should provide you a sampling to understand the context of changes you will see. 
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Virtual Machine Changes

• Changes to CIP-010 R1 Part 1.3 Example
 Reference to list in Part 1.1; Baselines removed, replaced with objective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattAs you can see in CIP-010 R1 Part 1.3, this is an example of how the requirement language is moved away from the baselines concept and aligned with an objective. In this case to look for differences in the production environment instead of relying on the baseline concept.
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Virtual Machine Changes

• Changes to CIP-010 R3 Part 3.2 Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattAs you can see in CIP-010 R3 Part 3.2, this is another example of how the requirement language is moved away from the baselines concept and aligned with the objective to look for differences in the production environment.
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Virtual Machine Changes

• Changes to CIP-010 R3 Part 3.3 Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattIn concert with the raising CIP-010 to the objective level, One of the major order of operations issues identified in the existing standards with the various types of virtual machines is that it needs to be connected to the network, but not logically connected to the BES Cyber System to be secured during its instantiation. Changes to 3.3 include the concept of prior to “logically” connecting to give the ability for a device to be connected to the network. There is also exemption language in this requirement for devices that are being actively remediated to ensure there is clarity for dealing with dormant virtual machines, helper VMs, or just devices that are intended to use technologies such as 802.1x or Remediation VLANS to secure themselves. Now that we have looked at some examples of the changes, we have made to support virtualization and new technologies, I will now turn it over to Jake to talk some about containers.
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What is a Container

•What is a container?
 It’s a form of virtualization
 Can be used from a process to full applications
 Containers do generally not contain OS images
 Are lightweight because they do not run multiple OS’s
 Platforms can be managed/orchestrated by tools such as 

Kubernetes(similar to vsphere for VM’s)
Most importantly – It is software.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeIn containerization, the same shared OS kernel is exposed virtually to multiple applications. OS components keep each application instance isolated from all others on the server. In this case, each application sees only the OS and itself, and is isolated from other applications that may be running on this same OS kernel. Containerization technologies are primarily focused on providing a portable, reusable, and automatable way to package and run apps. Unlike traditional application architectures, which often divide an application into a few tiers (e.g., web, application, and database) with a server or VM for each tier, container architectures often have an application divided into many more components, each with a single well-defined function and typically running in its own container(s). Platforms can be managed/orchestrated by tools such as Kubernetes(similar to vsphere for VM’s)Most importantly – It is software. 
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What is a Container

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeThis image shows the how a single OS is supporting multiple applications, each in separate,  isolated containers.It also shows the difference between VMs and containers.
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Virtual Machines vs. Containers

Virtual Machine Virtual Appliance Container

Full copy of Operating
System 

Full copy of Operating
System 

Minimal Operating System 
files 

Application(s) can be 
installed 

Application(s) pre-installed Single or part of an 
application pre-installed  

Hypervisor required Hypervisor required Hypervisor not required 

Memory isolation between 
VMs

Memory isolation between 
VMs

Shared memory between 
containers 

Software patched 
individually

Software patched as a 
bundle

Software patched as a 
bundle 

VCA VCA SCA - software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Jake Virtual machines and Virtual Appliances, like traditional servers, usually have a full copy of Operating System files, while containers have a very minimal set of files, only those needed to do its particular task.Virtual machines and Virtual Appliances, like traditional servers, can have one or more applications installed. Containers will have a single application or part of an application pre-installed. Virtual Appliances are similar to containers, in that their applications are usually pre-installed as well.Virtual machines and Virtual Appliances require a Hypervisor to run. Containers may run in a Hypervisor environment, or on an operating system on traditional physical hardware.With Virtual machines and Virtual Appliances, memory is isolated between VMs. Containers share memory between many containers.With Virtual machines, the Operating system and applications are patched separately. Virtual Appliances and Containers patch everything as a bundle.Virtual Machines and Virtual Appliances are Virtual Cyber Assets, as matt discussed a few minutes ago.. Containers are Self-Contained Applications – Software a new term that Matt will go over in a few minutes.
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Capabilities of a Container

• Require Less Overhead 
• Increased Portability
• More Consistent Operation (Apps must be normalized)
• Greater Efficiency
• Cleans up application development processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: JakeLess overhead. Containers require less system resources than traditional or hardware virtual machine environments because they don’t include operating system images.Increased portability. Applications running in containers can be deployed easily to multiple different operating systems and hardware platforms.More consistent operation. DevOps teams know applications in containers will run the same, regardless of where they are deployed.Greater efficiency. Containers allow applications to be more rapidly deployed, patched, or scaled.Better application development. Containers support agile and DevOps efforts to accelerate development, test, and production cycles.Now Matt will tell us about the challenges Containers present for CIP Compliance and the changes we are proposing to address them.
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Challenges for Containers

• Some of the challenges for CIP compliance:
 Falls somewhere on the continuum of software to operating 

system

 Includes OS and additional (i.e. Java) dependencies

 Immutable package (updated as a whole)

 Runs on a CA or VCA – as software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThanks JakeWhen describing a container, it is not quite a machine, and it is not quite software… it is a combination of both a packaged operating system and software to achieve a function. As a result, they fall somewhere on the continuum between as they have characteristics of both. Secondly, They generally include various dependencies that also have security risks that need to be updated, such as java runtime that is version specific for the application.Third, as Jake described, they are often made up of immutable packages that are updated as a whole. This is by design to ensure the software functions properly with its associated dependencies.Lastly, they can also be run on top of virtual machines or physical machines, which further complicates the efforts to describe them in context of the standards if we attempt to describe them as Cyber Assets or Virtual Cyber assets. Let’s discuss that a little further.
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Changes for Containers

•Some of the changes made to support Containers
 New Definition Created; used in requirement language

 Self Contained Application (SCA): Immutable software 
binaries containing operating system dependencies and 
application software packaged to execute in an isolated 
environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattTo do that first we need a valid description. The Self-Contained Applications as been created to add clarity for when containers exist. It reads, Immutable software binaries containing operating system dependencies and application software packaged to execute in an isolated environment.It uses well-known language borrowed from the IT industry and the derives concepts from NIST. This definition is used in requirement language to help provide clarity for the treatment of containers.
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Changes for Containers

• CIP-010 R1 Part 1.1 Example of Containers in Requirement Language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattThe SDT has determined at this time that, even though they include packaged operating systems, Containers should be treated as software within the standards because from a practical sense that makes more sense for how entities should address the risk associated with containers.In CIP-010 R1 Part 1.1 you can see that Self-contained applications are called out specifically in 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 to help clarify that self-contained applications are to be treated as software and not as virtual machines. Note that unlike Virtual Machines whose definition is referred to in the Cyber Asset definition and subsequently included into applicability columns, there are no direct or indirect references to Self-Contained applications in applicability. The Applicability is still targeted at the BES Cyber System level.
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Virtual Machines and Containers – Wrap up 

• Key Take-aways

 Concepts borrowed from NIST, FEDRAMP, other frameworks.

 New VCA Definition to describe virtual machines

o VCA works through function definitions (BCA, EACMS, PACS, etc.)

 Modified PCA Definition to add affinity and remediation 

 Changes to CIP-007 and CIP-010 

o Raised Cyber Asset references in requirement language to system level

o Shift from baselines to objective level CIP-010

– Change needed to support Dormant VMs, Parent images, etc.

o Changes to order of operations for certain tasks to allow devices to be 
connected physically but logically isolated to automatically remediate their risks

o New “Self-Contained Application” Definition

– To be treated as software, used in requirement language to add clarity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: MattAs we wrap up today’s presentation, these are the key takeaways that we want to make sure were communicated. The SDT set out to make clarifications for virtualized infrastructure, these solutions borrow heavily from concepts in NIST, FEDRAMP and other security frameworks. The SDT has created a new VCA Definition that works through the functional definitions, such as BCA, EACMS, PACS, etcWe made changes to CIP-007 and CIP-010 to raise asset level language to the system levelIn CIP-010 the draft includes moving to objective language for change management and intends baselines to still be a valid method for meeting that objective.Changes were made to the order of operations for connecting devices to allow devices to be connected physical but logically disconnected so that they can be remediated automatically.Created a new Self-contained application definition to help with containers and use it in requirement language to clarify how they should be treated.At this time, I will pass to Jordan who will go through a few guidelines for the Q&A section of this webinar.
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• Informal Discussion
 Via the Q&A feature
 Chat only goes to the host, not panelists
 Respond to stakeholder questions

• Other
 Some questions may require future team consideration
 Please reference slide number, standard section, etc., if applicable
 Team will address as many questions as possible
 Webinar and chat comments are not a part of the official project record
 Questions regarding compliance with existing Reliability Standards should 

be directed to ERO Enterprise compliance staff, not the Standard Drafting 
Team. 

Q&A Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Jordan 
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